Business Case for Reliability Workshop
Looking to understand
the business reasons for
implementing reliability?

Workshop Agenda
Best Practices &
Reliability Overview
See what good looks like
using our Performance
Benchmarks Database™,
developed through working
with hundreds of facilities.
Business Case for
Reliability Discussion
Walk you through the
Business Case Calculator™
and Cost Thumb-Rules
Database™, explaining how
hard dollar ROI estimates
are developed.
Custom Business
Case Development
To be successful, you will
come prepared with the
answers to our trademark
24 questions.
Report Out
Develop a custom slide
presentation that details
the value of reliability to
your organization.
The completed business case
will present a clear financial
picture of the benefits,
costs, return on investment
and the payback timeline
associated with maintenance
and reliability improvement
efforts in your organization.

In one day, the Business Case for Reliability Workshop establishes the benefits to
you of adopting a reliability-based approach to maintenance. We understand that
in addition to your day-to-day responsibilities, many initiatives compete for your
resources. This business case workshop shows you how reliability reduces your dayto-day burden and supports a host of other improvement initiatives.

WHY RELIABILITY?
This workshop helps you and your team answer the question, “Why Reliability?” We help
you understand how reliability enables you to:


Maximize your equipment availability



Achieve regulatory compliance



Minimize your maintenance spend; 20-50% savings



Reduce your MRO inventory



Deliver a 10:1 to 50:1 ROI



Align maintenance objectives for all key plant functions: engineering, operations,
purchasing, finance and maintenance



Develop an understanding of how reliability fits with current programs
at your company: e.g., TPM and LEAN



Develop an understanding of what it takes to deliver financial results
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